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The detection of change in the biogeochemical properties of Southern Ocean water masses is important for understanding the oceanic response to a High-CO2 world. We used an optimum multiparametric analysis to quantify the temporal change in the

carbon chemistry for the major water masses along the SR03 repeat hydrographic section between Tasmania and Antarctica.

We used data from 8 repeats (1991-2011) of the GO-SHIPS SR03 hydrographic section.
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Salinity (S), potential temperature (Θ), oxygen and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) were measured on all sections.

Total alkalinity was measured on sections starting in December 1994. All sections (from 10m depth to the bottom) were

interpolated onto a regular grid to determine changes with time.

Changes in the end member fractions for a water mass can also produce trends in water mass properties with time. End member

contributions to water masses were calculated for each section using an optimum multiparametric analysis.
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• Increases in DIC are accompanied by decreases in pHTOT and ΩAr.

• CANT increases are responsible for some of the observed DIC increases.

• CANT trends in surface waters (STCW and SAMW) in contact with the

atmosphere are close to trends expected from increasing atmospheric CO2.

• High variability in AASW resulted in no significant trend in DIC or CANT.

Plot: Variability of the depth of Aragonite saturation (ΩAr = 1) from 1995 to 2011.

DATA

Major water masses of the Southern Ocean defined by neutral density layers. 
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ARAGONITE SATURATION DEPTH

END MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS

TS-diagram and table with the properties that define the end members.

TRENDS PER YEAR

Table: Trends per year between 1991-2011 for Salinity and DIC and between 1995-2011 for CANT, pHTOT and ΩAr.

Statistically significant trends. 

--------- No measurable trend.
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Plots: End member fractions along neutral density layers that define the major Southern Ocean water masses. This example corresponds to the 2008 section.

SAF = Sub-Antarctic Front. PF = Polar Front.

Anthropogenic carbon (CANT) was estimated using a back-calculation method coupled to an OMP analysis. pH (pHTOT)
and the percentage of saturation of Aragonite (ΩAr) were estimated using the CO2_SYS program adapted for MATLAB.

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT TRENDS

The shoaling of the aragonite saturation depth (ΩAr=1) at southern latitudes (61°S – 66°S) is

consistent with an intensification of the upwelling of carbon saturated waters, although it can also
be the response to a southerly shift in the upwelling location.


